
PrescriPtions for thanksgiving

If “Greed” is a sickness, the prescription is 
“Thanksgiving”. We must focus if we are to remember 
that Thanksgiving is an attitude of well-being more than 

a Holiday. Some may think that Thanksgiving is merely a 
quaint, old-fashioned celebration of harvest. Retailers seem 
to be suggesting that we all just skip straight to Christmas. 
What do we think of Thanksgiving? Consider the 1980’s 
insider-trading scam, the 1990’s S&L fiasco, 2000’s Enron 
Con, and October’s Wall Street Credit Default Swaps 
swindle. Apparently we still follow the misguided Gordon 
Gekko… believing “Greed is Good,” or at least OK. (Wall 
Street film 1987). Our kids will someday stand on our 
shoulders and take positions of leadership in business, 

education and government. Will they inherit a healthier 
world?  To assure this, thanksgiving is the prescription.
 
A children’s story teaching thankfulness is “Madame 
Blueberry.” (1997 animated, BigIdea.com). This story 
concerns a greedy, miserable character named Blueberry. 
Greed for Blueberry is not good. It nearly ruins her life. The 
Blueberry character is cured, after much suffering, learning 
the attitude of gratitude. If your family has not seen this 
show, you’re missing out on an animated prescription for 
our woes… personally, communally, and nationally. In our 
home, when we need a quick home-remedy we take another 
dose of Blueberry… again.
 
Perhaps our prognosis is worsened as we are re-infected by 
our TVs to crave more stuff. What would happen if we were 
thankful for the stuff we already had? As parents we need to 
remember that our children imitate us. If we think they need 
to be more grateful then… yes, finish this one on your own. 
Here are a few old-fashioned tips to teach the attitude of 
gratitude.
 
• Work �������� Children who do chores are more thankful�
• Focus ������� Recount the blessings of every day�
• Give ��������� Children feel gratitude when they are helping and 

giving to others�
• Volunteer � Empathy grows the giver’s thankfulness�
• Restrain ��� A little sacrifice causes us to miss that stuff we take 

for granted�
• Proclaim �� Share gratitude at the dinner-table, praying thanks 

for the daily bread�
• Wait ���������� Gratitude develops gradually… get started today
 
We believe that Blueberry’s lesson is good for both body and 
soul… sound medical advice. Should a doctor then actually 
write prescriptions for “Thanksgiving?” Take liberally with 
turkey, dressing, and warm pumpkin pie. 
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